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Abstract The Extensible Problem Specific Tutor (xPST) allows authors who are not
cognitive scientists and not programmers to quickly create an intelligent tutoring
system that provides instruction akin to a model-tracing tutor. Furthermore, this
instruction is overlaid on existing software, so that the learner’s interface does not
have to be made from scratch. The xPST architecture allows for extending its capabil-
ities by the addition of plug-ins that communicate with additional third-party software.
After reviewing this general architecture, we describe three major implementations that
we have created using the xPST system, each using different third-party software as the
learner’s interface. We have conducted three evaluations of authors using xPST to
create tutoring content, and these are considered in turn. These evaluations show that
xPST authors can quickly learn the system, and can efficiently produce successful
embedded instruction.
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Introduction

We have developed the Extensible Problem Specific Tutor (xPST) authoring tool to
address the need of how to quickly create computer-based instruction that follows the
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behavior of model-tracing tutors. It does this by two main methods: 1) reducing if
not eliminating the need for programming knowledge in constructing such a tutor,
and 2) providing the capability to use third-party software as the student interface.
Both of these factors together allow a person such as an instructional designer the
ability to create computer-based instruction for their students that ensure their
students stay on path while solving the problems, while providing appropriate and
customized hints and just-in-time error messages along the way, just like a model-
tracing tutor.

Even though model-tracing tutors have been shown to be effective in labs and
classrooms in a variety of domains (e.g., programming: Anderson et al. 1989;
chemistry: Johnson and Holder 2010; algebra: Koedinger et al. 1997; Ritter et al.
2007; physics: VanLehn, et al. 2005), they are still relatively rare. The one exception
is the Carnegie Learning Cognitive Tutor for mathematics, which has been used by
hundreds of thousands of students in the United States. Part of the issue, if not the
main issue, of why model-tracing tutors are not more prevalent is due to the high
barrier of entry in creating such tutors. An intelligent tutor, model-tracing or
otherwise, requires at minimum a student interface, a curriculum, and an expert
model for checking student answers (the cognitive model for a model-tracing tutor).
Creating these pieces requires knowledge of computer programming, pedagogy, and
cognitive science. No one person typically has all these skills, so groups of people
tend to work on model-tracing tutors. That puts the creation of such tutors solely in
the realm of research labs and dedicated companies. We created xPST to alleviate
these issues, and to enable individual designers and instructors to create intelligent
tutors that behave like model-tracing tutors. That is, it will monitor student response
on a step-by-step basis, ensuring they stay on path. xPST works with existing
interfaces (e.g., existing websites and off-the-shelf software, including such things
as the Torque 3D game engine) so that a custom interface does not need to be
programmed. xPST can be extended to work with such third-party software by
writing a plug-in that communicates between the interface and the xPST Engine.
xPST does not have a formal cognitive model that needs to be created in order to
tutor in a domain. Instead, authors create instruction that is problem-specific. This
lack of a cognitive model bypasses the need for cognitive science knowledge, such
as knowledge representation and production rules. The xPST tutor is then not as
powerful as a model-tracing cognitive tutor, but for the specific problem, the xPST
tutor can offer similar feedback and interactions as a model-tracing tutor, i.e., it
checks each student input, and provides help and just-in-time messages. However,
unlike an ITS with a true cognitive model, it cannot generalize to novel problems.
We turn now to a brief discussion of related work, including xPST’s lineage, and
other authoring tools for intelligent tutors. The next sections then describe xPST’s
architecture and the different implementations we have done, followed by a discus-
sion of the various evaluations done of xPST.

Related Work

xPST can trace its history back to one of the earlier and more successful model-tracing
tutors, the programming and algebra tutors developed by Anderson and his colleagues
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(Anderson et al. 1995). These model-tracing tutors were built to test Anderson’s ACT
theory of cognition (Anderson 1993). To construct these tutors, the Tutor Development
Kit (TDK) was programmed in LISP (Anderson and Pelletier 1991). The TDK
borrowed heavily from the ACT model, using production rules to represent procedural
knowledge and schematic structures to represent declarative knowledge. Coupled with
needing to know these higher-level cognitive science representations, authors also
needed to know LISP in order to use the TDK. However, the type of interaction
generated by the TDK tutors is reflected in how xPST tutors interact with learners.

In order to more readily deliver commercial-quality tutors, the authoring and
delivery systems were separated. The tutor delivery environment, the Tutor Runtime
Engine (TRE), operated on a different representation than what the authors used. Ritter
et al. (2003) discuss the authoring representation. The TRE tutors were equivalent to
TDK tutors and still required programming in LISP at authoring time. At run-time the
cognitive model was represented as a state machine that provided the tutor’s responses
to the student’s input. This implementation allowed for a clear separation between the
student’s interface and the cognitive model. This separation becomes quite useful for
xPST and its ability to tutor using third-party interfaces.

Because the learning curve was still high for creating TRE tutors, Carnegie Learning
made the Cognitive Tutor SDK (Blessing et al. 2009b). In this SDK authors create
declarative structures as an ontology, and procedural knowledge as a predicate tree.
This tree contains the hints and just-in-time error messages that can be presented to the
student. This permits a representation of the cognitive model that allows the SDK to
create the tutoring needed for a variety of problems. The SDK continues to be the
development tool to create their Cognitive Tutors, and allows non-cognitive scientists
to create, modify, and debug their tutors. However, the SDK is designed to create large,
robust tutors, usually with enough instruction for several weeks. There is still a
considerable learning curve for it, and it is a proprietary tool. Our desire to create
something even more straightforward for people to learn and use led us to create the
xPST authoring tool.

CTAT

The previous section described the lineage of xPST. Another authoring tool shares that
same lineage, the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tool (CTAT; Aleven et al. 2009). Authors
can create two types of cognitive models with CTAT: 1) example-based tutors, and 2)
cognitive tutors. Example-based tutors use a programming by demonstration technique.
The author demonstrates the solution to a particular problem using the interface the
student will use, providing help and other messages during the process. The end result
is a tutor for that specific problem, though there are some provisions made for
generalization. A cognitive tutor is more similar to what would have been created in
the TDK. These two types of tutors represent the two end points between ease-of-use
and expressiveness: example-based tutors are easy to make, but not as general, whereas
cognitive tutors can be more general, but are harder to create. xPST creates tutors akin
to the example-based tutors. A comparison of the advantages of CTAT’s graphic user
interface vs. xPST’s text-based user interface is provided by Devasani et al. (2012) and
described in more detail later.
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Demonstr8

Other systems have also attempted to make the authoring of cognitive models for
model-tracing systems, and other types of tutors, simpler. Demonstr8 (Blessing 2003)
allows a domain expert to create via programming by demonstration a model-tracing
tutor in a short time with the full capabilities implied by it: a production system that
monitors the student’s progress, giving feedback when requested or necessary. That
early work inspired us to examine other programming by demonstration solutions, but
without the high domain-specific knowledge that was embedded within Demonstr8.
That embedded knowledge made tutor creation easier for the author, but limited the
scope of the authoring tool. Others have also sought more domain-independent solu-
tions, using other types of tutors, while reducing the cognitive science and
programming knowledge needed by the author. For example, Munro (2003) and
Towne (2003) have created tools for developing tutors based on device simulations.

Constraint-Based Tutors

Other researchers have developed authoring tools for other types of tutors. Mitrovic and
her colleagues (2009) discuss ASPIRE, a system to develop constraint-based tutors.
This system also is consistent with our two goals: to allow non-programmers and non-
cognitive scientists to author ITSs, and also to use existing interfaces as the student
interface. ASPIRE was preceded by WETAS (Martin and Mitrovic 2002), and added
the capability of creating a domain model that could be authored and deployed in a
web-based system. Being constraint-based tutors, both WETAS and ASPIRE use
syntactic and semantic constraints, as opposed to the rules of a model-tracing tutor,
in order to verify student solutions. Constraints specify features of correct solutions,
instead of a path through the solution space as in a rule-based system. Constraint-based
tutors can more easily handle cases where there are multiple solutions or multiple
solution paths, as the tutor checks to make sure constraints are followed and not for a
specific path via rules. However, like rules, constraints can be difficult for non-
programmers and non-cognitive scientists to grasp, so ASPIRE uses machine-
learning algorithms in order to generate the initial set of constraints. In one test of
automatically creating constraints, the algorithm used within ASPIRE produced 90 %
of the needed constraints (Mitrovic et al. 2009). Also consistent with our aims, its
designers have used ASPIRE to embed a constraint-based modeling tutor into an
existing piece of software (DM-Tutor; Amalathas et al. 2012). ASPIRE generated
constraints that were used within a live system, one that tutored on managing oil palm
plantations.

Ontological Engineering

As a last example of other types of tutors for which researchers have built authoring
systems, ontology engineering has also been explored (e.g., Hayashi et al. 2009). Most,
if not all, tutors require a robust declarative representation to support the tutoring
process. Hayashi and colleagues presented OMNIBUS, an ontology that attempts to
cover different theories of learning. Its database defined over 1,100 concepts. SMAR
TIES is built on top of OMNIBUS, and provides a standards-compliant authoring tool
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to create instruction using the OMNIBUS database. The three-fold goals of the project
were to create a system that a) understood a variety of learning theories; b) used those
theories in the creation of tutors; and c) allowed sharing of those tutors. One of the
advantages of these tutors is that they are not tied to particular instructional models.
This focus on instructional strategies and providing alternative learning models differ-
entiates this approach from the authoring systems discussed above.

xPST builds upon the lessons learned from the previous systems discussed in the
above paragraphs. Like the example-tracing tutors of CTAT, it makes tutor creation
straightforward by only requiring the user to create a Bcognitive model^ of a single
problem. In such a way, it’s not truly a cognitive model, because there’s little to no
abstraction over instances or true generalizability of the encoded knowledge. This
simplifies the creation of the code that allows the model-tracing-like behavior. ASPI
RE uses its machine learning algorithms to attempt to induce the constraints, and xPST
has nothing similar. Again, while this limits the generalizability of the authored tutors in
xPST, we feel such an approach simplifies the authoring process, making it accessible
to a wider range of authors. The next section discusses the xPST architecture.

XPST Architecture

As we have mentioned, being able to use an existing interface with a tutor reduces both
time required to develop the tutor and any issues of learning transfer. The xPST
authoring system was developed to allow tutoring on any interface. It also allows an
author to quickly create a model for a particular problem instance by creating hints and
other tutoring aspects while the author manipulates the interface. The power of this
system is to enable the creation of a model-tracing-like tutor to be built on any piece of
software, where it maintains the original interface of the application. The code for xPST
is available at http://code.google.com/p/xpst/.

TutorLink makes xPST extensible (see Fig. 1), in a manner similar to what it did for
the TRE (Blessing et al. 2009a, b). Its plug-in architecture was inspired by Ritter and
Koedinger (1996), and Cheikes et al. (1999) describe a similar architecture. It serves as
the intermediary between the third-party application and the xPST Engine. It knows
how to map actions in the interface to the proper pieces in the tutor model and how to
display hints and other tutoring information within the application. For each third-party
application with which the xPST Engine needs to interact, a TutorLink plug-in, or
driver, needs to be written that mediates the tutoring interaction between xPST and the
application. We have written plug-ins for Microsoft’s .NET framework, the Firefox web
browser, and the Torque Game Engine. While we did not time our developers as they
built these plugins, they estimate approximately a week of full-time work for each
plugin for an experienced programmer, and somewhat longer for a graduate student.
We will discuss their details later in the implementation section.

Even though writing a driver for TutorLink takes expertise, it only needs to be done
once for each new interface. These TutorLink drivers contain the Listener Module and
Presentation Module. The Listener Module knows how to map interface widgets in the
application to learning objects as defined by the author in the xPST File. We often refer
to these learning objects as goalnodes, as they represent subgoals that the problem
solver needs to complete in order to be done with the problem. The Listener Module
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eavesdrops on user’s actions and sends them back to xPST Tutor Engine. The xPST
Tutor Engine checks the action with the rules specified by the author in the xPST
Instruction File and responds with the appropriate feedback (e.g., allow the action,
mark the action as incorrect, display a just-in-time message, or display a help message).
The Listener Module takes this feedback and sends a message to the Presentation
Module, which then determines the proper way to display it given the widget. For
example, text fields will need to display the feedback differently than pop-up menus.
The xPST Tutor Engine runs on its own server or locally, and communicates with other
components via TCP/IP, which allows the tutored application and tutor to be separated
on different servers if need be.

As seen in Fig. 1, the xPST Tutor Engine operates on an xPST Instruction File,
which is a text file designed to be easy to read and write by non-cognitive scientists and
non-programmers. It contains three sections: Mappings, Sequence, and Feedback. The
Mappings section serves the purpose of connecting inputs from specific widgets or
ports in the third-party software to the goalnodes. In Table 1, how would xPST know
that the resolution has been changed? If TextBox_7452 is the entry box for changing

Fig. 1 xPST Architecture

Table 1 A sample xPST File
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the resolution, then once that box is mapped, the Listener Module will send any learner
inputs into that box to the ChangeResolution goalnode. Mapping goes in both direc-
tions, so that if the ChangeResolution goalnode detects an error, then the Presentation
Module for this tutor might make TextBox_7452 turn red to indicate an error. The
syntax for the Mappings section is a list of tuples, the name of the widget as it comes
over from TutorLink, and then an author-defined name.

In the Sequence section, the tutor author lists subgoals, or goalnodes, that the learner
should accomplish. In the example in Table 1, a learner needs to first change the
resolution of an image, and then click Okay. The syntax for this section can be
enhanced from what is shown by the use of Booleans and parentheses. Goalnodes
can be separated by the reserved words then, or, and, and until. Goalnodes can be
completed in order (A then B), or there may be optional paths, e.g., (A then B) or (C
then D). Sometimes groups of goalnodes must be completed before continuing, e.g., (A
and B) then C. Finally, under circumstances when goalnodes may be completed, but
remain open for changes until a later goalnode is complete (e.g., textboxes in a modal
preferences dialog remain editable until the Save button is clicked), the Sequence could
be (A and B) until C. The author can also indicate if the goalnode is required to be
completed or merely optional.

Finally, the tutor needs to know how to respond to inputs for each goalnode. The
Feedback section provides hints and error messages for each goalnode within the
Sequence and also indicates what the correct answer should be. The syntax for the
Feedback section is no more complicated than what is shown. Each goalnode is listed,
with its answer, hint sequence, and any just-in-time messages. The answer can be a
number or string, or some goalnodes require a different format (e.g., for the image-
editing tutor shown in Fig. 2, we had goalnodes that needed to respond to RGB values;
such functionality is added within the TutorLink module). The hints and just-in-time
messages are simple strings. The just-in-time message requires a simple Boolean

Fig. 2 Screenshot of the Paint.NET xPST Tutor
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argument that indicates when they are triggered (e.g., in the example shown, when the
user types B300^). Just-in-time messages are processed in order, such that if multiple
ones match, only the first one is shown.

Because of the easy-to-understand syntax of the xPST file, a text editor is sufficient
to create the file. Table 1 shows the beginnings of a xPST file, with two interface
elements mapped to goalnodes, the sequence of those goalnodes, and the feedback
associated with one of those goalnodes. The syntax has programming elements, but the
code does not get more complicated than what is shown. As our results demonstrate
(see later sections), even non-programmers when given a template quickly master what
syntax there is.

The most challenging aspect of the xPST system is creating the TutorLink plug-ins
that handle the communication between the third-party application and the xPST
Engine. We have used three different ways in order to listen for user events within
the third-party software. First, we have either added widgets to open source software or
created widgets using the third-party software’s API to send and receive the needed
actions (cf. Ritter and Koedinger 1996). Second, for software that has little API but
does have accessibility hooks designed to be used by screen reader software like JAWS
or NVDA, the Listener Module can use those cues to know what the user is doing.
Screen recording software such as Adobe Captivate or TechSmith Camtasia use a
similar approach. Third, for software that has neither an API nor accessibility hooks, we
can use low-level OS events, such as window focus and mouse events. This approach is
the most difficult, because inferring what a user is doing from low-level events can be
complex. Note that while the implementations described below have all used desktop
PCs, the architecture is designed to support tutoring on mobile devices.

Another aspect that makes xPST extensible is the ability to extend the types of
learner inputs that the xPST Engine can check. We refer to these as Bchecktypes.^ It has
common checktypes built-in, such as comparing strings and numbers. Different inter-
faces may need the ability to check different types of student answers beyond these
built-in types. For instance, when checking student answers in an image manipulation
program, it may be necessary to compare a learner’s choice from a color picker dialog
with an allowable range defined by the tutor author as Blight blue.^ For this example, a
checktype can be added to xPST to handle value-triples (either Red, Green, and Blue
values, or Hue, Saturation, and Brightness values). This modular architecture allowed
us to implement ConceptGrid (Blessing et al. 2012), which is a collection of checktypes
to compare short natural language sentences within xPST. In one of the implementation
examples below, we also describe how we added the capability to monitor and check
student progress in a 3D game environment.

Challenges in Tutoring on Third-Party Software

Across the various implementations of xPST tutors that we will discuss below, we have
experienced several challenges in how to develop tutors using third-party software as
the learner’s interface (Gilbert et al. 2009a). We will discuss three design challenges: 1)
integrating a problem scenario and instructional feedback into the context of the
existing application, 2) providing learners with appropriate feedback during or after
task performance, and 3) allowing learners to explore the interface while also making
sure they complete the task.
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The first challenge is related to the idea of embedded training, i.e., conducting
training on a system within the same context as the live system itself, rather than in a
separate application. In our context, the Presentation Module needs the capability to
display the problem scenario to the learner. In the tutors we have produced, we have
enabled either a BTutor^ menu in the menu bar or we added that option to an existing
menu. Learners can initiate the tutor via this menu. The problem statement and other
information are then displayed in either a sidebar or a floating window. One aspect of
this challenge is ensuring that the learner is able to distinguish between the system
being tutored on and the training components that will later disappear when the
educational scaffolding is removed. This challenge can also be addressed by having
the tutor components display a more casual look and feel than the rest of the interface,
for example by using bright color and hand-drawn-looking coachmarks. Similarly,
Kumaraguru et al. (2007) found a comic-strip approach to be effective, and Kang
et al. (2003) used a sticky note metaphor to provide Bintegrated initial guidance^ for a
task. Indeed, the Presentation Modules that we have written for our tutors use those
techniques, and they can be observed in the screenshots of xPST tutor presented in later
sections.

To address the second challenge, providing learners with appropriate feedback, hint
and just-in-time messages need to be displayed to the learner. Messages can be
displayed to the learner in either a modal state, which requires immediate attention
by the learner before proceeding (e.g., BClick Okay to continue^), or non-modal (e.g., a
sidebar alert), which the learner may choose to ignore. This issue is of particular interest
when learners make an incorrect action. In order for the learner to see the consequence
of the action, the tutor could allow the interface to perform the action, but then put up a
modal dialog that would force an undo in order to get the user back on the solution
path. Research from the original ACT tutors (Anderson et al. 1989) suggests that
having learners stay on path is more useful than allowing learners to explore fruitless
paths. Also, when building a tutor on top of an existing interface, the tutor must instruct
the learner about the interface itself in addition to the domain knowledge relevant to the
task. The tutor must therefore provide guidance to help users overcome any usability
flaws in the underlying system, over which the tutor author has no control.

One concern with providing such feedback overlaid on an existing interface is that
the tutored instruction may obscure important parts of the interface. The indicators for
right and wrong answers are simple highlights to the widget, and so we have not
experienced problems in that regard. In all cases we have made the windows that
provide hints and just and time messages movable. In such a way, if the default
positioning of the window obscures a needed part of the interface, the learner may
simply move the window.

The third and final challenge to discuss here relates to allowing the learner the
freedom to explore the problem space while still guiding them to solution. In a
traditional ITS, where the interface was built especially for the tutor, blocking an action
as discussed above usually does not occur. The ITS authors constructed the interface to
streamline the responses by the student. When using an existing interface the ITS
author needs to consider all the possible actions that a learner might take in that
interface. The author also must consider that different actions might lead to the same
state (e.g., using a keyboard shortcut instead of a menu selection). A trade-off exists
between the amount of flexibility allowed and the complexity needed within the tutor.
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More flexibility generally equates to more complicated tutors. We attempted to follow a
Bmiddle-of-the-road^ approach in which learners are granted flexibility to explore, but
guided back on path as quickly as possible, blocking them if necessary. For example, in
the Paint.NET tutor described below, we allowed users to explore the drop menus of the
software application 7–10 times (depending on how you count sub-menus), because
that exploration is a natural part of learning. Also, we planned feedback for menu
choices that suggested reasonable errors, i.e., they were not the correct choice but were
related to the correct choice. However, if users chose menu items that were unrelated to
the task, we actually blocked those menu items from being activated and gave a
message reminding the user of the current goal.

Three Tutorlink Implementations

We turn now to short discussions of specific implementations of xPST that we have
produced. These correspond to three different TutorLink plug-in modules we have
developed that allow the xPST Tutoring Engine to tutor on third-party software. In
discussing the implementations in this section we will briefly mention some of the
effectiveness data we gathered of learners using the content. The section following this
one discusses our findings concerning the usability of the xPST authoring tool itself.

Microsoft’s .NET Framework: Paint.NET Tutor

Our first xPST-based tutor that had the TutorLink protocol to link the xPST Engine to a
third-party piece of software used Paint.NET as that third-party software. This is a re-
instrumented version of the tutor discussed by Hategekimana et al. (2008), originally
done using the Cognitive Tutor SDK to provide the tutoring. Paint.NET is open-source
photo editing software that runs under Microsoft’s .NET framework. Because
Paint.NET is open-source, we could use the first method of plug-in development
described above: we added ITS windows and menu options directly into the client.
Software developers integrated the ITS instruction within the Paint.NET application
itself, allowing the user interface to work seamlessly with the tutor. This is an ideal
approach in terms of learning transfer, since the tutoring can be done directly in
Paint.NET, the target of the training itself. Thus, the tutoring team does not need to
build an interface that mimics an existing piece of software. They can directly use that
piece of software.

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the xPST Paint.NET tutor in action. The learner has
been given the task to rotate and then change the resolution of an image to get it ready
for the web. The problem statement plus additional information is given in the
BTutoring^ window. The learner has made a common error in changing the resolution,
and the tutor has circled the issue on the Paint.NET interface and displayed a just-in-
time error message to the student concerning the issue. For this to work, the TutorLink
.NET plug-in communicates to the xPST Tutor Engine what widget has been manip-
ulated in the interface. The xPST engine checks to see if that widget is contained within
the xPST Mapping listing. If so, the Engine will map the widget name to the goalnode
name. The xPST Engine will then check to see if it’s an appropriate time to perform an
action on that goalnode via the Sequence. If so, it then checks its Feedback rules.
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Depending on that result, the xPST engine will communicate with the Presentation
Manager, which will produce the proper display for the student.

The efficacy of the instruction given by the Paint.NET ITS was tested by 75 students
doing the same exercises either by learning from a book excerpt or by watching an
expert perform the steps in a screen capture movie. A couple students didn’t complete
one or more of the dependent measures; thus the sample sizes vary slightly by measure,
are typically 24 Book, 24 Movie, and 26 ITS. After doing 12 learning exercises in one
of these training methods, participants’ ability to answer questions and do transfer tasks
was assessed. The groups’ concept acquisition was not statistically different (BookM=
6.9, SD=1.7; Movie M=6.1, SD=2.2; ITS M=6.1, SD=1.7; F(2,72)=1.459, p=.239).
Task performance was significantly different among the groups, with a medium effect
size (Book M=25.0, SD=8.8; Movie M=17.7, SD=9.4; ITS M=22.3, SD=8.1;
F(2,64)=3.859, p=.026, ω2=0.08). Tukey post-hoc analysis revealed that the mean
task performance of the book group was significantly higher than the movie group (7.3,
95 % CI [0.78, 13.82], p=.025), but other group differences were not significant.
Unfortunately even though the concept acquisition scores were not significantly dif-
ferent, on a system usability scale (SUS) adapted from Brooke (1996), the student’s
perception of the ITS’s usability was significantly less than that of the book and movie
(Book M=60.3, SD=10.6; Movie M=60.0, SD=9.0; ITS M=50.9, SD=8.7; F(2,71)=
7.611, p=.001, ω2=0.15). From the student’s feedback, the students in the ITS
condition thought the system did not provide enough feedback and allowed too
much freedom to explore the problem space within this authentic application. We
took these comments in consideration when we constructed the next xPST tutor.

Firefox Web Browser

Many computer-based interactions are now handled via web browsers. In order to tutor
learners where the content occurs on the world-wide web, we created a TutorLink plug-
in that works in the Firefox web browser that allows the xPST Engine to interact with
the widgets contained within a browser window. The creation of this plug-in occurred
in two phases. Our initial attempt was conducted in conjunction with CAPE
(Courseware Authoring and Packaging Environment), developed by the VaNTH
ERC (Roselli, et al. 2008). CAPE itself is an authoring tool, used to create online
assignments for quantitative engineering problems. The CAPE creators wanted to
design an ITS to instruct its beginning users. To that end, we developed a Firefox
TutorLink plug-in that allowed the xPST Engine to communicate with the widgets used
on the CAPE website. Instruction for a two-hour portion of the CAPE workshop was
developed using xPST, consisting of four problems of increasing complexity and
length. This plug-in was also developed using the first method of plug-in development
described above, as Firefox has a plug-in API that is available to the public.

A comparison was made between attendees at a pre-ITS workshop and attendees at a
workshop where the CAPE instruction used the ITS. The ITS users completed the
exercises in 14 % less time and reported less frustration at learning to use CAPE.
However, they also reported that the system should be less restrictive in how it expected
users to navigate the system, in contrast to our experiences with the Paint.NET students.
We also experienced a few technical issues with regards to synchronizing the monitor-
ing of the student interface and providing feedback to the student.
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The second phase of the Firefox plug-in attempted to address these issues, making
the tool more usable and adaptable (Blessing et al. 2011). The end result is what we
refer to as Web xPST. Web xPST can be accessed at http://xpst.vrac.iastate.edu. Using
the website, authors sign into an account and create xPST-based tutors for web-based
content. Web xPST has an embedded text editor that allows the creation and saving of
xPST Instruction Files directly to the web. When a learner navigates to a site that has an
associated xPST tutor, the xPST Engine provides the tutoring on the content. The
Firefox plug-in shows the feedback to the student and contains a side pane through
which the author can provide the learner with instructions concerning the problem
scenario, and a toolbar through which the learner can ask for help and indicate they are
done solving the problem (see Fig. 4). The hint window, the red X, and the green check
are all feedback generated by the xPST Engine that the Presentation Module displayed
in the browser. The common web widgets can all be accommodated, and others can be
added by extending the Listener Module and the checktypes of the xPST Engine.
Existing websites contain much content that could be tutored, and this capability also
opens up the possibility of an instructional designer creating their own problems and
instruction on a website, and using Web xPST to create a model-tracing style ITS.
Many tools exist to allow the easy creation of interactive websites.

We initially demonstrated Web xPST’s ability to produce tutors for third-party
websites by creating a tutor in collaboration with an AP Biology teacher. This tutor
guided high-school students in using the NIH NCBI Bioinformatics tools that are
available online. The students were given homework problems in DNA sequencing
in a left-hand problem pane, and the online websites were available in the right pane
(Fig. 3). This provided a proof-of-concept for Web xPST.

We used a custom content approach when we created a statistics tutor, called xSTAT,
using Web xPST (Maass and Blessing 2011). The authors used JotForm, a simple web
form creation tool, to create the problems (see Fig. 4). This project provided a more

Fig. 3 Example of using an xPST tutor on a third-party website, the NIH’s BLAST genetic sequence search
tool
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strenuous test of the effectiveness of xPST-created tutors. To test the tutor’s effective-
ness, students were randomly assigned to do a homework assignment either using the
ITS-enabled version of the web problems (n=24), or to do the same problems on the
web but without the ITS-based feedback (n=25). The problems were all very involved,
multi-step ones that used real-world data sets. At the time of the final exam, all students
solved two transfer problems. The non-ITS condition averaged 62 % (SD=6.99) and
the students with tutored instruction averaged 74 % (SD=4.27) on these problems, a
significant difference (t(47)=2.03, p<.05, d=0.62). A Mann–Whitney test indicated
that the tutored group had higher satisfaction (Mdn=4) than the non-tutored group
(Mdn=3), U=163.50, p<.05, r=.32.

Fig. 4 A problem in the xSTAT Web xPST system
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Game Engines

We extended xPST to enable authoring tutors in 3D games (Devasani et al. 2011b;
Gilbert et al. 2011; Kodavali et al. 2010). The military has made great use of such 3D
game environments in order to provide personnel training in a variety of different
scenarios. Our goal is to provide military trainers, as well as others who author
scenarios in 3D environments, with the ability to create in-scenario tutoring in an
appropriate and easy-to-author manner. Livak et al. (2004) also created a tutor for a
military 3D game environment, using JESS for the feedback rules. Johnson and Valente
(2009) used related AI techniques for language instruction in a virtual environment
using Alelo. Our goal is to extend the benefits of the xPST architecture to this task of
tutoring in a virtual environment, using simpler authoring of rules and a tutor structure
that is independent of the game engine chosen. Authoring in this context involves these
issues: 1) navigating a 3D environment is quite a bit different than navigating a 2D
software interface; 2) complex domain knowledge is required to play and navigate in
the scenario; and 3) different types of feedback and interactions are generated by
various entities apart from the learner. Research has shown that students learn better
and retain more when they actively engage in the learning process (Bell et al. 2009).
Researchers have also found face-to-face interaction with animated pedagogical agents
provides greater promise in interactive learning environments (e.g., Johnson et al. 2000;
Kim et al. 2009; Leelawong and Biswas 2008). Tutoring using games potentially
provides these advantages more so when compared to tutoring with traditional soft-
ware. Pedagogy researchers have shown an increased interest in incorporating gaming
principles into teaching and learning (Gee 2005). Games manage to maintain the user’s
attention with a background story, high-end graphics and the feeling of immersion
within a simulated environment (Shute et al. 2009). Most of the ITS authoring tools
focus on creating ITSs for static interfaces, such as a radio buttons and text boxes. Few,
if any, ITS authoring tools exist for developing tutors for game engines like Unity or
other synthetic environments.

It is worth noting the conceptual differences between tutoring in a typical graphic
learner interface versus in a complex fast-moving game. In a GUI, a learner’s action
will typically evoke similar responses if done repetitively. On the other hand, in the
synthetic environment of a 3D game, a learner’s actions are frequently dependent on
other entities and the time course that has transpired. In a synthetic environment, a
learner’s goal is not to complete a textbox with a certain correct answer but rather to
reach a specific game state, such as having defeated all the enemies or reached a
particular location. Some of the details of the learner’s path to reach that game state
may be irrelevant to the learning objective.

Changing the application’s state within the game state space is a main focus in
synthetic environments. The granularity at which these states need to be defined
depends on the author and the complexity of the task. Unlike the traditional GUI
software or website, synthetic environments are a dynamic system where interaction
can happen between various entities apart from the player, and events can be triggered
by different entities. Thus, it is useful to categorize the events as player events or non-
player events. Also in a 3D game, learners are required to navigate through a simulated
environment and sometimes communicate with other entities. This calls for the tutor
authoring system to provide tools to support these actions. Furthermore, in addition to
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hints and just-in-time error messages, feedback from the synthetic environment of a 3D
game tutoring system has a third type, prompts. These are neither requested nor based
on an incorrect event. Instead, they convey important messages such as a certain
subgoal has been completed or a danger warning. These can be time-based or non-
player object based. In order to accommodate the differences between 3D games and
traditional GUI software or websites, we used the extendable nature of the xPST
Engine to add the following four extensions to the xPST architecture to facilitate easy
authoring of ITSs in 3D games.

Actions by Non-Player Objects Events can be triggered by non-player objects in 3D
games. These can include such actions as a bomb exploding at a particular time point
during the game or an enemy soldier firing on the player. In order to accommodate
these non-player initiated events, we devised a more generic way of handling events
compared to the previous xPST architecture in which the unique ID attribute always
corresponded to the player object.

Proactive Hints or Prompts Because of the complexity of 3D games and multiple
interactions between entities, it is sometimes not obvious what the current game state is.
It becomes useful for the learner to have direct feedback when the current goalnode is
completed or to receive some reminders about the next goalnode. We have included a
new type of feedback in xPST, BOnComplete,^ supplementing the potential hints and
just-in-time messages for each goalnode. This feedback is proactively provided to the
student on completion of that particular goalnode.

Communication Events Many of the tasks in 3D games require the student to
communicate with other player entities in the game. We extended xPST to support
tutoring on communication events by using a special goalnode (BStartTalk^) to initiate
the communication with other entities. The student is able to choose the entity with
which to communicate and the message to communicate.

Location Events Location events facilitate tutoring on the navigational aspects of the
player’s performance. Unlike traditional GUI software, almost every task in a 3D game
requires the player to move within the synthetic environment. We provide a particular
goalnode type to use when the player enters a particular designated location or
geographic region within the game. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of a Location Event
being used.

We implemented a TutorLink plug-in to allow the xPSTengine to communicate with
Torque Game Engine Advanced (TGEA), which was used as our simulation engine. It
is a commercial off-the-shelf engine that provides various core functionalities for game
development. It reduces game development time and allows the author to concentrate
more on the tutor development. We created the xPST Torque plug-in using
TorqueScript, part of Torque’s public API. Thus, this plug-in was developed using
the first of the three methods of plug-in development described above. The Listener
Module listens to the events in the game and sends them back to the xPST Engine for
evaluation. Then the xPST Engine sends the appropriate tutoring feedback to the
Presentation Module, which displays this feedback to the user within the game.
Similar plug-ins could be created for the other 3D game engines that are in use.
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To demonstrate the efficacy of our additions to the xPST architecture to provide
tutoring in these synthetic environments, we developed several game scenarios, one of
which is called Evacuate. The task teaches the learner how to evacuate civilians from
the buildings in the scenario. The scenario has three buildings, each with one civilian
inside. The player enters each building, checks for civilians, communicates with the
civilians (giving an evacuation command), and waits for the civilians to come out.
When the learner does this for all the buildings in the scenario, the task has been
successfully completed. In an evaluation described in Gilbert et al. (2011), 10 non-
programmers were given the task of developing tutors for two Torque scenarios, first a
simpler one, and then the more complex Evacuate one. Each participant was given
training in the form of a 15-minute video demonstrating the creation of a simple tutor
for Torque. Additional optional materials were made available: a 45-minute detailed
video, five online documentation-style webpages, and a sample xPST file with com-
ments. These materials required approximately two hours to view completely.
Participants created the two models at their own pace over a two-week period.
Participants demonstrated that they could author the tutors using xPST using this small
amount of training. Some participants demonstrated a strong learning curve, with their
time to author the more complex second scenario being less than half the time to author
the simpler scenario. Scenario authoring times varied significantly, from 3–35 min.

Authoring Evaluations

We have conducted three more extensive authoring evaluations of people using xPST
to author problems. The first two that we will discuss use two different iterations of the
Web xPST implementation. The third study is a comparison between using xPST and
CTAT to author various types of tutors.

Fig. 5 Example of a Location Event. The learner receives a prompt (upper left) reminding, BYou must crouch
down when near a window.^
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Initial Study

To explore the ease of authoring an xPST tutor for web-based tasks, we conducted a
study in an introductory human-computer interaction graduate class using an early
version of the Web xPST (Gilbert et al. 2009b). Ten students, all non-programmers,
attempted an extra credit assignment. The students had to design an ITS using xPST to
tutor users on how to search using a particular web-based library search engine, the
ACM Portal’s Advanced Search web form. In order to complete the assignment, the
students were first provided with a two-page document containing high-level informa-
tion on ITSs in general and a 5-minute video demonstrating the xPST CAPE tutor.
They were also given an extensive worked example that contained four parts: 1) an
annotated xPST example file, 2) a 44-minute screen movie of how to use the xPST
authoring interface, 3) a six-page document describing the technical information
contained in the movie, and 4) a website where they could try to re-create the worked
example themselves. The assignment itself had each student author three individual
problem tutors for different types of ACM Portal database search. The three search
tasks were designed to be equally complex in terms of tutor authoring, each requiring a
similar number of steps. The results showed that the 10 participants produced 26 tutors.
To evaluate the tutors, we used the rubric shown in Table 2 to score tutors on a 5-point
scale that indicated the quality of the tutor. We used a similar rubric previously in
(Blessing and Gilbert 2008), and other researchers have used similar scales (Martin
et al. 2007).

Eighteen (69 %) received a score of either 4 or 5, indicating that the tutor went above
the minimum needed to scaffold the learner through the task. Seven tutors met the
minimum by receiving a score of 3, and only 1 model was deficient in tutoring. Typical
errors by model authors included omitting goalnode steps required for the tasks (a less
frequent problem, but one that lowered the rating score more heavily) and not providing
sufficient instructional support, i.e., leaving out hints or just-in-time messages (a more
frequent error that lowered the rating score slightly). This range of quality indicates that
not all the models were the same, and that the authors were not solely using the worked
example as a template to do their work. The students differentiated their models in their
creation, and the three different scenarios required them to do so.

The authoring system tracked the time spent doing the assignment. Not surprisingly,
we found that the time on task decreased as the participants moved from task to task:
the average time to author Task Awas 5.1 h, for Task B 2.5 h, and for Task C 1.7 h. The

Table 2 How the cognitive models were scored

Score Description Models

5 A model that produces behaviors close to an ideal model, in terms of hints
and just-in-time messages

6

4 A very good model that is beyond just being sufficient 12

3 A sufficient model where the student can complete task 7

2 Model provides hints, but does not provide enough guidance for a novice 1

1 Model runs but produces nonsensical help 0
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quickest time was 2.6 h for all three tutors, and the slowest was 21.0 h (a non-native
English speaker who took 13.6 h on the first model alone). This timing includes the
time the students spent looking at the learning materials. The timing data also tracked
which part of the xPST file the participants worked on (mapping, sequence, or
feedback). Figure 6 shows what the average participant was doing while authoring
the tutor. We analyzed the data for each participant by dividing total authoring time into
quintiles. Within each quintile we calculated what percentage of the time was spent
authoring sequence code, mapping code, and feedback code. This particular graph is
based on all available data (26 tutor models), though all graphs are very similar to one
another regardless of how the data are sliced. Much of the sequencing work is done first
(in the first quintile of total authoring time), and the mapping and feedback work is then
done in tandem. This pattern was shown as the worked example movie went through
model creation, and it appears that most of the participants adopted that path.

These problems provide 10–15 min worth of training apiece. This initial result
provided encouragement to produce a larger set of instructional tutors. We conducted
another study, once the Web xPST system had been refined.

A Second Study

As a case study of the final Web xPST system, five non-cognitive scientists and non-
programmers developed a set of problems to be used in a college-level statistics course
(Blessing et al. 2011). Two of the authors were instructors of the course, and three were
undergraduates who had successfully completed the course in the past. They developed
the tutor discussed above under the Web xPST implementation and shown in Fig. 4. To
develop the materials for this tutor, both the problems and the instruction had to be
authored. To support these users, who had no previous HTML experience, they used an
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Fig. 6 Average authoring activity within Web xPST across all 26 tutors. Participants focus primarily on
sequence initially, and then on mappings and feedback
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online form creation tool (JotForm; www.jotform.com) that allows for a wide variety of
widgets to be dragged-and-dropped onto a form for easy layout. The authors then used
the WebxPST website to author the instruction and tutoring for the problems they
created using JotForm.

We created a set of instructional materials for the participants to learn both JotForm
and WebxPST. The JotForm website itself contains a 2-minute video on its use. In
addition we wrote a set of instructions that filled less than 1 page. We also created a 7-
pageWebxPST manual, which included a 3-page example xPST file. Authors had to be
instructed on how to map form widgets to xPST goalnodes, e.g., labeling a menu
input_18 on the webpage as ChooseTestType. Instructions also described how to
sequence these goalnodes in a linear sequence, e.g., A then B then C. Although
xPST can accommodate more complicated sequences including branching and alterna-
tive solutions, there was no need for that in these simple JotForm webpages. Finally, the
instructions described how to indicate the correct answers, hints, and just-in-time
messages for these goalnodes. Participants met with the researchers for a 1.5-hour
meeting to go over the instructions and see demonstrations of JotForm and WebxPST.
This initial learning time is not included in the timing results presented below.
Participants had three more one-hour meetings with the researchers over the next
month to discuss authoring strategies.

The participants had a goal of authoring 15 problems apiece within 1 month. All but
one of the participants achieved that goal. The one who did not meet the goal authored
12 problems. One author developed 17 problem tutors. These 5 participants authored a
total of 74 problems over the course of the month. While the general format of these
problems were similar at a high level (a problem setup with several specific questions
being asked about the scenario), the actual problems and tutors developed within and
between the participants were varied in their questions and content, in a manner similar
to the problems found in the back of a statistics textbook chapter, or one of Carnegie
Learning’s Cognitive Tutors. We took two time measures of the participants while
using the system. One was the total time logged into the system and the other was the
time spent just typing xPST code. The total time includes the time to create the form
within JotForm and formulate the problem itself. The xPSTcoding time, included in the
total time, is a relatively exact estimate of how long participants spent typing the
instructional code (mapping, sequence, hints, and JITs). Figure 7 shows the time course
of authoring problems for these participants. Authors averaged 28.57 h logged on to the
system across the month for the total time (with a range of 18.45 to 36.85 h), and a
mean of 7.37 h editing the xPST Instruction File (a range of 4.87 to 9.48 h). By the end
of the experiment, participants spent less than 45 min authoring a problem in total, with
just less than 18 min of that time spent writing xPSTcode. Under certain circumstances,
e.g., if a goalnode has a similar desired hint sequence in two problems, features of an
xPST Instruction File can be copied and pasted between problem files and edited to
account for differences in the new problem. Our authors made use of that shortcut. As
can be seen, the main effort is not in producing the xPST code itself, but rather in other
aspects of authoring, such as coming up with the problem itself. This is what a good
authoring tool should do—eliminate the coding burden so that the time can be spent in
producing useful instruction.

Each of these problems offered at least 10 min of instruction time, and were the ones
shown to be effective in the xSTAT tutoring study discussed above (Maass and
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Blessing 2011). All 74 of the models were deemed to meet the minimum needed in
order to provide tutoring (using the scoring from Table 2, a 3 or higher). This is borne
out by the finding presented previously, that the tutored students learned the material
significantly better than the control condition. These results clearly demonstrate the
efficacy of this authoring tool to create effective tutors. In addition to these more
objective measures, the participant authors filled out two separate attitude surveys
across the study comprised of Likert-scale items and free response questions. They
ranked Web xPST tutor as powerful and easy to use, and not being frustrated in its use.
Participants did mention the Bcode^ aspect of the Web xPST system as an initial
hindrance, but after completing their first problem, that issue went away. Indeed, we
only fielded eight total support emails across the month, most at the beginning of the
month. These were mostly for simple syntactic concerns (e.g., how exactly to format
the Boolean for a just-in-time message). The questions that occurred during the
meetings concerning authoring strategies were indeed pedagogical in nature, such as
how best to structure to a hint sequence for a particular subgoal. Their perception is
matched by the timing data of Figure 7, that by the end of the month, they felt most of
their time was spent creating the problem itself and devising its hints and JITs, and not
on coding. Participants saw the potential value-added for students, and felt that the time
it took to learn the system was worth it.

Comparison Study

Given their similar lineage but different approaches, we were curious to observe the
various merits of xPST with CTAT (Devasani et al. 2012). CTAT takes a much more
graphical approach to constructing a tutor, whereas xPST is text-based. Both systems
create tutors that are problem-specific. We had authors construct tutors in two domains,
statistics and geometry. Sixteen participants were classified based on their program-
ming background, programmer or non-programmer. Each participant was given a task
of building three tutors using CTAT or xPST for a specific domain. We controlled
problem complexity by ensuring that all problems could be solved using six subgoals.
The instructions provided to the authors included the problem solutions and feedback to
give students under certain circumstances, and also included the instructional material
described above in the previous study. This approach minimized time spent by

Fig. 7 Number of problems authored versus time
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participants on pedagogical design. We evaluated the correctness of the models as well
as the time spent creating each tutor. Examining how well the finished tutors instructed
learners (using the metric presented in Table 2), no differences were observed between
the tutors produced by the programmer and non-programmers, with all but 2 tutors (one
xPST tutor and one CTAT tutor, both done by non-programmers) being judged at the
highest caliber. Both tools allowed non-programmers to create effective instruction.
Given the small number of participants per condition and by providing the feedback to
give, making judgments concerning time is speculative. However, the CTAT authors
spent less time constructing their tutors in the beginning, but by the third tutor problem
there were no significant time differences, with all but one participant spending no
more than 25 min per problem, regardless of tool. One xPST participant spent 133 min
on the first statistics problem, hence the large average for the first problem in that
condition, and another xPST participant spent 40 min on the third geometry problem.
Figure 8 shows these results (the data from one non-native English speaker, who spent
over 120 min on all problems, was dropped from this analysis).

More importantly for this analysis, we chose a subset of elements from Green and
Petre’s cognitive dimensions framework (1996) to compare the visual programming
language of CTAT with the text-based language xPST. Closeness of mapping is the
degree to which elements and operations within the programming language can be
mapped directly onto objects and actions within the problem domain. CTAT has a
closer mapping than xPST since textual languages have syntax constraints that do not
relate to the problem domain. Diffuseness/terseness relates to the number of symbols
required to express a concept. Visual programming languages might suffer once the
program reaches a reasonable degree of complexity. CTATwould be more diffuse than
xPST when more branches or paths to a goal are included. We used relatively simple
problems for this comparison. Premature commitment refers to the extent to which the
authoring tool forces the user to make decisions before complete information is
available. It often happens when components have significant interdependencies and
there are no order constraints. In xPST, programmers can easily insert stubs to address
this issue and return to complete later. Secondary notation refers to the tool’s ability to
convey meaning about the structure of the program with methods beyond the elements
of the program itself. Indentation, commenting and blank lines can be used to illustrate
the coherent chunks of the tutor on text-based tools. Some visual programming
languages like CTAT support naming of states and grouping of related states, and use
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different colors to distinguish correct and incorrect actions in the behavior path as well.
Error-proneness relates to the extent to which the authoring tool induces careless
mistakes from the author. The syntax of text-based languages might be more error-
prone, and harder to detect, especially if the errors are not syntactic in nature. Visibility
and juxtiposibility refer to the number of steps required to make desired information
visible and the ability to see separate portions of the system at the same time. The text-
based systems basically have higher visibility (since all code is present) and
juxtiposibility (via multiple windows), whereas in CTAT the user has to open new
dialog windows to edit information within a node (lower visibility) and it is difficult to
see the contents of two nodes simultaneously (lower juxtiposibility). Across these
measures, each tool has some advantages according to this framework. Table 3 encap-
sulates these findings. For getting up-to-speed in authoring and for smaller domains,
CTAT looks more advantageous, but for slightly more advanced users and larger
tutoring domains, xPST might have the advantage.

Conclusions

In developing xPST and creating the specific implementations we achieved several
accomplishments, and also uncovered a number of challenges regarding the construc-
tion of such ITSs. We discuss these below.

Creating an ITS with Model-Tracing Like Capabilities can be Done by Non-
Cognitive Scientists and Non-Programmers While other researchers have examined
this issue, including ourselves with other authoring systems, such authors using xPST
were able to quickly create effective tutors. Historical estimates for creating model-
tracing ITSs indicated that it took 100–300 h of development time for each hour of
instruction (Murray 1999, 2003). While quantities of scale can mitigate this huge
development cost, this large ratio would put the development of such tutors out of
reach of many types of people and make it impractical for many different situations.
Aleven and colleagues (2009) list the ratios for various tutors developed in CTAT. The
lowest ratio in their table was 48:1. As they do, we caution against making any direct

Table 3 Comparison of CTAT and xPST along Green and Petre’s (1996) cognitive dimensions

Cognitive Dimension CTAT xPST

Closeness of Mapping √ Visual programming allows
direct mapping

Diffuseness/Terseness √ Diffuse for small models √ Diffuse for large models

Premature Commitment √ Author can leave some information blank
to return later

Secondary Notation √ Includes shapes, colors, etc. √ Includes indentation, comments

Error Proneness √ Not possible to have syntactic
errors

Visibility and Juxtiposibility √ All visible in one window; juxtiposible
in multiple windows
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comparisons due to a variety of reasons (e.g., equating knowledge level of users, scale
of development, and quality of tutor). We would characterize the ratios that we
achieved in our authoring studies as consistent with those of CTAT, making the creation
of such tutors much more practical by non-programmers and non-cognitive scientists in
a wide variety of instances.

ITSs with Limited Content can be Effective Some existing tutors have many hours
of content, perhaps as long as a full year’s worth of high school math. Most authors do
not have the time to invest, at least not initially, to produce that much material.
However, an assignment that might take an hour or so for a student to complete would
be within the possibility for an instructor to create. We have demonstrated that authors
can quickly come up to speed in learning xPST and create sufficient instruction for it to
be of use to students in learning the material.

Providing Tutoring Layered on Existing Third-Party Software can be Done,
Though Challenging We have discussed this issue above in the section on the xPST
architecture. However, tutoring on existing software can be powerful pedagogically, as
it lowers or eliminate transfer issues for learners as they switched from being tutored on
a task to being untutored (or, perhaps there would be no need to switch). However,
tutoring on an interface where the full range of user interaction is possible opens up
issues that usually aren’t encountered in custom software. This calls for a number of
different ways that the tutor may interact with the student.

Further Work

The research on xPST has also yielded several findings that point to future research
directions. We discuss three of these findings below.

Task Sequence Affects Complexity of the Tutor The xPST structure has allowed us
to explore the issue of whether task sequence matters. In some tasks, sequence does
matter; one cannot drive a car without finding the keys first. Sometimes it does not
matter, though. At the grocery store one can get the items on the list in any order.
However, task sequence might matter at the grocery store if the goal is to be most
efficient. When should tutors provide feedback based on the sequence in which the
learner performs actions? We think the behavior of the tutoring system depends mostly
on the learning goals, and that it is not always necessary for the tutor to focus on
sequence. xPST can handle this within its Sequence section, by the use of the Boolean
operators (e.g., an author could say Sequence A needs to be completed OR Sequence B
THEN Sequence C). By using these options within the Sequence, an author can create a
tutor in which feedback and hints vary depending on the sequence of steps taken by the
student. However, considering and handling multiple sequences can be challenging for
authors, and model-tracing tutors need to know each possible sequence in order to trace
the student’s actions. A constraint-based tutor, alternatively, would have a much easier
time handling such multiple paths, as these tutors are checking to make sure certain
waypoints are reached within the constraints, regardless of actual path to reach them. A
future research effort could focus on establishing a framework for guiding the decision
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of when a tutor might benefit from additional sequences, vs. a state-based or constraint-
based approach.

Procedural Tutors are not always the Right Approach In a related point, when tasks
have more than one correct answer, especially when sequence is not particularly
important, a model-tracing tutor becomes less of a good fit. Model-tracing tutors
typically assume that the learning task is procedural, and though the model-tracing
architecture can support multiple alternative paths, paths are still the unit of analysis
above individual subgoals. xPST is also designed to focus on procedures (see its
reliance on the Sequence of goalnodes). While exploring game-based tutors,
ConceptGrid, and diagram tutors, it became apparent that rather than procedural paths,
systems that conceptualize the learner as changing states within an unordered state-
space can be more appropriate in some instances. In a serious game, for example, the
tutor may not care how learners reached a certain state, but only that it was reached.
Sottilare and Gilbert (2011) and Devasani et al. (2011a, b) describe other considerations
of tutoring within games. In ConceptGrid, in which the tutor evaluates text, there is no
conception of a procedure or history of previous texts, so a state space makes sense. In
diagram tutors, such as Andes (VanLehn, et al. 2002), CogSketch (Forbus et al. 2011),
SketchMiner (Smith et al. 2014), and those described in Guo et al. (2014) and Guo and
Gilbert (2014), the feedback is typically organized based on components of the diagram
rather than time or sequence. The constraint-based tutors mentioned above (e.g., ASPI
RE) also follow this state space approach. Future research might focus on designating
the best tutor architecture given a particular learning domain and types of learning
objectives. Or, it could be that there are possibilities to blend procedural and state-based
tutor architectures.

Distinguishing Exploration from Incorrect Paths can be Challenging This chal-
lenge is related to tutoring on third-party software. Learners should be given enough
freedom to explore the problem space with little disruption from the tutor. For example,
users of a new interface sometime familiarize themselves with the interface by looking
through menu options or settings. Or, in a serious game environment, a learner may
explore the virtual environment briefly before setting out for a goal. This exploration
behavior should be allowed to an extent, but distinguishing it from off-path incorrect
behavior can be difficult. Thus, for actions that don’t affect the outcome of task goals,
the tutor should not intervene. Instead, the tutor should take interest in only actions that
are subgoal-related, e.g., actions that are not undo-able that affect the potential for
desired goalnodes to exist or that prevent the learner from reaching subsequent
goalnodes. xPST can handle such ambiguity to some extent, either by use of the
Sequence section as mentioned above, or perhaps the use of an expert feature of the
Mappings section we added (mappings are almost always a simple list of tuples, pairing
interface elements with goalnodes, but it is possible to map multiple interface elements
to the same goalnode via a Bswitch^ statement). We also added a Bblock^ flag that
could be put on interface element mappings for some third-party software so that if the
tutor author thought that a learner’s taking a particular action would be difficult to undo,
xPST could actually block the third-party software from receiving that action. For
example, if a student clicked a button that would effectively erase significant previous
progress, xPST could block the button click and display an error message. This
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approach was rarely used, as it borders on changing the interaction design of the
original software, but it is a way to provide scaffolding for beginners to prevent loss
of work. Future research might provide templates or general guidance to instrumenting
third-party software for tutoring.
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